The Inter-Pacific Bar Association invites you to a special webinar:

**International Protection of Intellectual Property Rights**

**9 June 2022**
9:00 - 11:30 China • 10:00 - 12:30 Tokyo
via Zoom

Intellectual property protection has increasingly become a global topic and important issue and concern for a company’s international investment and trade. How to fully protect its own IP rights against infringement and defend against bad-faith IP legal actions or abuse of IP rights has become a significant task faced by every country and region.

This webinar, hosted by the IPBA Intellectual Property Committee and co-hosted by the TBR and International Committee of Guangdong Lawyers Association, brings together panelists from the USA and China to share their experience and insights on IP protection.

**SPEAKERS**

- **Randall Rader**
  Former Chief Judge of USCAFC • Washington, D.C.

- **Dasong Yuan**
  Law School of BNU • Beijing

- **Xiongwen Yang**
  Law School of SCUT • Guangzhou

- **Jack Shaw**
  Procopio Law Firm • Palo Alto, CA

**MODERATORS**

- **Lidong Pan**
  Reiz Law • Shanghai & Guangzhou

- **Xiuping Ou**
  Former IP Judge of Guangdong High Court • Guangzhou

**OPENING REMARKS**

- **Zhiqiang Li**
  JinMao Partners • Shanghai

- **Sara Marchetta**
  Chiomenti • Beijing

- **Xuan Zhou**
  Guangdong Lawyers Association • Shenzhen

To register, click here or use the QR Code

For questions, please contact: ipba@ipba.org